
I need HELP! I need HELP! I need HELP!

I have a streamlined process
that works effectively and
consistently for each show
I gather the right information
that enables both myself and my
guest to be fully prepared to
deliver a great show 

I know exactly how to create a
compelling show title that get's
found, stands out and captures
my ideal clients attention 

I'm confident when it comes to
interviewing guests in a way
that instantly engages my guest
and my audience 
I'm aware of different
questioning techniques and use
each technique as required to
progress the conversation and
keep it flowing

I'm able to communicate and
interact with even the most
difficult of guests including:
- the spammy guest
- the talkative can't-get-a-word-
in guest, right through to the
- dull and boring guest, and
everything in between

I know my voice is an integral
asset to me and my show and I
always make sure I look after
my voice

I have several exercises to warm
up my voice to ensure my voice
is optimal for every show

I'm aware of my optimal
speaking voice and bring this to
each and every show 

I know my optimal pitch and
ensure I leverage this to create
a unique experience to each and
every show

Enables the guest to share
information that is relevant and
aligned with my podcast's
overall theme
Enables the guest to bring their
best self to the show- in a way
that creates valuable and
relevant insight for my audience 

I need HELP!

I'm able to capture the right
information in my guest
preparation strategy to create a
compelling introduction that
captures interest immediately

Provides the guest with
everything he/she needs to best
prepare for the show AND know
exactly what to expect 

I need HELP!

I am clear my core values and
am creating a unique and
distinguishable experience on
each of my shows

I am clear on my unique style
and approach, which I know my
audience loves and instantly
connects with 

I have an empowering mindset
enabling me to conduct a
powerful interview with all my
guests

I know how to put together
show introductions that creates
a compelling hook

My show formats keep my
audience engaged from the intro
right through to the outro

ARE YOU AN ENGAGING PODCAST HOST & INTERVIEWER? TAKE THE QUIZ?

Annemarie Cross (c) | InterviewingWithPurpose.com

When it comes to preparing the
show:

When it comes to interviewing
guests: 

When it comes to preparing my
voice: 

When it comes to the preparing my guest I
have a streamlined process that:

When it comes to me as the host of
my podcast:

I leverage my unique style to be
on-purpose and intentional,
which has become a
distinguishable factor my
audience loves about my show


